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At heart, almost every homeowner would love to have a better lawn—greener, denser, healthier.
This book is an up-to-date, environmentally responsible approach to lawn care with mainstream
appeal. It focuses on dozens of common lawn problems, offering detailed solutions to each one.
An ideal reference for busy homeowners who want better grass quickly and easily. 

" The whole book is intriguing. I started scything in my teens, and have cut grass and bay with
the same swing for more than eighty years. It is first-class fresh-air exercise, that stirs the blood
and flexes the muscles, while it clears the meadows. Scott Nearing "" ...armed with book and
scythe, I approached my grass. I can report that I laid waste to a quarter-acre of weeds,
including occasional poplar and sumac shoots up to a half-inch in diameter. I felt good after
performing this chore. Last year I did the same job in twice the time with a  weed eater made
by a chainsaw manufacturer. It vibrated. I vibrated. Though I wore antinoise earmuffs, I got a
headache. David Tresemer has converted me to scything. If you hate your lawnmower, you ll like
this book. Tom Manwell, Horticulture Magazine "From the PublisherIn an age when most
wonder how they can accomplish anything without the aid of electricity or gasoline, The Scythe
Book shows how a traditional hand tool can often outperform  modern technology. For the
gardener, farmer or homeowner, a scythe, a good scythe, is an efficient and enjoyable tool for
cutting grasses and weeds, and for harvesting small grains. In this book David Tresemer
presents the results of years of research and practical experience so that the reader may also
learn to use and enjoy the scythe.This new edition of The Scythe Book includes an Addendum,
 The Scythe Must Dance, on the practical use of the scythe, by Peter Vido. Beginning with his
recollections from boyhood in Slovakia, Peter Vido shares what he has learned from European
mowers and scythe-makers during recent trips to countries where scythes are still routinely
used, and also provides detailed guidance on fitting the scythe (blade and snath) to the
individual, care and repair of the blade, principals of movement and much fascinating lore.
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GuideResourcesConversionsPhoto CreditsIndexIntroductionFew things make a home look as
spectacular as a lush, manicured, emerald green lawn. Aside from making your neighbors green
with envy, a fabulous lawn is also the grand, comfortable stage for many of life’s most treasured
moments, from summer birthday parties, to a lazy neighborhood cookout, to junior’s first game
of catch with dad. But just as a gorgeous lawn enhances your home, one that has some obvious
shortcomings will detract from the look of a house—and the neighborhood in general. A weed-
strewn, scraggly, patchy lawn or a sickly plot of grass can bring down the value of the home it’s
connected to, and it makes outdoor activities less enjoyable.There’s simply no reason to put up
with a less-than-wonderful lawn. Dense, healthy turf doesn’t materialize by accident. It’s the
result of timely feeding, watering, and regular maintenance. Conscientious lawn care not only
creates a luxurious carpet of grass, it is also your first and easiest line of defense against weeds,
insects, disease and other lawn problems. Preventing them from occurring is always easier than
dealing with them after they rear their ugly heads.That’s why we’ve laid out all the basics of lawn
maintenance in this book, including exactly what you need to do to keep your lawn healthy, and
when you need to do it.Of course even the most meticulously tended lawns occasionally have
an outbreak of weeds, a problem with grubs, or even a small patch of dollar spot fungus. After
all, you can’t entirely control nature. So we’ve also included a comprehensive “Lawn Problem-
Solving Guide” in this book, ensuring that you always have the right solution for whatever
problem crops up.Keeping ahead of lawn problems and on top of your lawn’s needs entails just
a little diligence and the right knowledge and advice. It’s not hard. You provide the watchful eye
and few hours on weekends, and these pages will serve up the information you need to create a
verdant, rich green lawn that you and your family can enjoy with pride.Gallery of Beautiful



LawnsYou can learn a lot about lawns just by looking at them. The color is the first thing that
sticks out. A healthy, well-fed, and well-tended lawn will be a deep consistent green. And it’s not
just the color; a healthy lawn is also dense and cut suitably high so that it has the welcoming
appeal and magnetism of a plush carpet. You just want to lie down on it.Take a stroll down your
block and you may find that precious few yards actually look this inviting. That’s because many
different elements come together in the creation of a truly memorable lawn. In addition to a sharp
appearance of its own, the lawn should also complement the edges of the property and visually
complement other yard features, such as flowerbeds, shrubs and trees.That said, growing the
better lawn is not a great mystery, it’s the product of a little thought, a little time, and making sure
the lawn is kept healthy. If it’s kept in fighting trim, you lawn will do the rest—filling out in a dense
mat of eye-catching green and looking good even in periods of drought, overuse, or less-than-
ideal weather.The following pages feature inspiring lawns that show what a little work and quick
action in dealing with the occasional pest, weed, and disease can do. These examples should
provide ample motivation for you to create your own little carpet of heaven right outside your front
—or back—door. Healthy TurfAn in-ground sprinkler system, although somewhat expensive and
labor-intensive to install, can save a significant amount of time, money, and hassle over the
years.Mowing patterns are a wonderful and easy way to add a fascinating graphic element to
your healthy lawn.A lush, pristine lawn like this requires excellent soil, ideal conditions, and
dedicated lawn maintenance.A blanket of healthy turf grass not only looks beautiful, but is a
highly effective way to prevent soil erosion in a hilly lawn area.There’s nothing wrong with this
lawn; allowing a cool-season lawn to go dormant helps keep it healthy and, as long it’s mowed
trim as this lawn has been, it can still look nice and tidy.This southern lawn has been mowed
extremely low to achieve an elegant, velvety texture. Only a few grass species will tolerate
mowing to such a short height; mow the correct height for your lawn.Healthy grass grows
vigorously as long as it gets plenty of sun and water. Keeping up with the growth takes some
effort but will give payback in many ways because healthier plants are much more resistant to
disease and they outperform weeds.A well-maintained lawn can be identified in a quick glance
in most cases. The urge to take off your shoes and run through the grass is a key sign that you’re
doing a good job in the lawn care department. Beautiful BordersCrisp edging goes a long way
toward helping a lawn look spiffy. Keeping edges cut cleanly will also help prevent healthy lawn
grasses from invading flowerbeds.A gravel pathway separates the lawn from adjacent shrub
beds. A matching brick border separates the gravel path from the lawn, ensuring that the edge
can be easily mown without the fear of flying gravel.Lawn-edge pathways not only add a
distinctive design element to any lawn, they are also extremely practical. They limit the need for
edging, make mowing easier, and keep aggressive garden plants from invading the grass—and
vice versa. Accent PlantingsFrom container plants to meticulously pruned shrubs to wildflowers,
border plantings, specimen trees, and climbing vines, this yard features just about every
imaginable type of accent plant. The element that ties it all together: a lush green
lawn.Ornamental rose gardens are lovely counterpoints to this strip of lawn, but the homeowner



has to keep a watchful eye on the lawn’s soil. The Japanese beetles that are common rose pests
can start as white grub infestations in the lawn. Protecting lawn health often means being aware
of what other plants are nearby.Climbing roses add life and color to the transition area between
this stretch of lawn and the driveway. The plants also help soften the hard lines of the metal
railing for a more inviting appearance.A beautiful flowering cherry tree, low-lying shrubs, and
flowering ground covers thrive in a high-traffic corner where the grass struggled to survive. The
solution to a lawn problem often lies in being creative with landscape plantings.Because this
lawn has essentially been designed as the pathway between flower beds, the grass chosen is
one that is tolerant to high traffic. Always consider if your grass species is well suited to the plans
you have for your yard and landscape.Native wildflowers planted around the edges of this lawn
create an informal border that feels natural and requires only minimal maintenance.The right tree
can be a lovely addition and a great way to break up an otherwise boring expanse of lawn. But
choose carefully. The tree should have a modest canopy and it should be placed where the sun
will move around it during the day, preventing lawn thinning due to lack of sun. Hardscape
HelpersMowing strips, such as the concrete versions shown here, save you time and effort
spent edging. They also add a sharp look to the lawn.A wonderful stepping-stone path leads
visitors through the yard and prevents soil compaction and grass damage from foot traffic.
Stepping-stone paths are the easiest to install in a lawn, and can save a lot of wear and tear.It’s
often wiser to terrace a severe slope than to try to grow grass there. This low-maintenance
terrace garden replaced a section of lawn that was both difficult to keep healthy and a challenge
to mow.An elegant stepping-stone pathway leads both the eye and foot traffic to a lovely outdoor
patio. It also prevents that foot traffic from causing lawn compaction.A mixed bag of masonry
structures could easily be a visual mess, but the calm tones of this plush lawn provide a resting
place for the eye and allow each stone or brick element to stand on its own. For the record, this
landscape includes poured concrete steps, a curved concrete paver walkway, a mortared
fieldstone wall, a mortarless ashlar wall with flagstone cap, and a brick wall.A rock garden and a
garden pond with stone coping provide shape and form to this landscape. The gardens create
rounded forms and interesting irregular lines in the lawn borders that give it a very organic
feeling.Evaluating Your LawnBefore you can really meet your lawn’s needs, you have to know
what those needs are. The grass in your lawn may be any of a dozen different common types,
each with its own nutritional and maintenance requirements. The soil beneath your lawn can be
rich loam, quick-draining sand, or impenetrable clay—or any combination. Certain weeds, pests,
and diseases will be common to your area. Growing the best lawn possible entails knowing all
you can about the grass, local conditions, and the problems your lawn is likely to face and
why.Understanding your lawn starts with the soil. Determining which nutrients are present, and
which are missing, will help you choose precisely the type and quantity of fertilizer your lawn
needs to grow as robustly as possible.The type of grass is as important as the soil. With that in
mind, we’ve provided a visual guide to lawn grasses. This will allow you to come up with a
maintenance plan tailored to your yard, and develop strategies for heading off problems such as



pests and disease long before they take hold.A simple and comprehensive lawn-care plan is the
ultimate goal of any thorough lawn assessment, which is exactly what you should have once
you’re finished with this chapter.In this chapter: Understanding Your Soil Lawn Soil Types Soil
Nutrients Testing Your Soil Knowing Your Lawn Geography, Climate & Grass Choice Cool-
Season Grasses Warm-Season Grasses Inspecting Your Lawn Your Lawn-Care Plan
Scheduling Lawn Care Understanding Your SoilA lush, healthy lawn begins with the soil that lies
beneath it. Good soil is your first line of defense against problems, because it ensures that the
grass has all the nutrients it needs to grow strong, win the competition against weeds, deny
pests a home, and prevent disease. The best soil also ensures that water drains quickly enough
so that the lawn doesn’t drown, but not so quickly that it dies of thirst.How well your soil supports
lawn growth and health depends on the balance of the four basic ingredients that make up any
soil: air, water, inorganic minerals, and organic matter—the mix of decaying plants and insects
called humus. The wrong balance creates a soil that doesn’t drain and discourages root growth,
or one that drains too quickly to effectively hold nutrients. The right balance is a rich mixture
teeming with beneficial life.Lawns prefer loam for good reason. Loam provides a ready supply of
nutrients to the grass. Those nutrients, like the soil structure itself, must be in proper balance to
ensure that the lawn gets the food it needs, when it needs it. The three main nutrients you’ll
encounter most often in discussions of lawn health are nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium.
But as essential as these are, they are only a few of the many nutrients present in healthy soil.
An overabundance or deficiency of other key nutrients can create problems just as serious as an
imbalance in the big three.The nutrients available to grass roots will also be affected by the pH of
the soil, which is the measure of how acidic it is. An imbalance in pH can occur when a lawn is
not correctly maintained, or is improperly fertilized. When soil becomes too acidic or alkaline (the
opposite of acidity), some nutrients become unavailable. It’s easy to fix an acidity imbalance, but
detecting it early is key. Maintaining proper ph, along with ensuring the right balance of nutrients,
is why any sensible lawn program starts with a basic soil test.How well the soil supports your
lawn also depends on how much soil you actually have. Topsoil that is more than five inches
deep provides an excellent foundation for the typical lawn. But topsoil is expensive, which is why
home builders and contractors often use two inches or less. That can translate to a lawn that
struggles. So in addition to making sure your soil is supplying the proper nutrients to the grass,
you’ll also need to determine how much soil you’ve got to work with. In most cases, it’s a good
idea to regularly add organic matter on top of the lawn to build up the soil base, in a process
called topdressing.But whatever you do, always keep in mind that although you can’t see it, the
soil underneath your lawn is just as important as the grass itself. It’s a living, breathing thing, and
keeping the soil healthy is key to keeping your lawn healthy.Rich loam is the soil of choice for
lawns; different size particles, a wealth of decomposing organic materials, and beneficial
organisms ensure grass roots get the nutrients, water, and air they need. Lawn Soil TypesWhen
we talk of soil, we are really discussing the relatively thin layer of topsoil that sits atop a much
deeper layer of subsoil. The topsoil is the layer in which plants can grow; subsoil is unfit for plant



growth. But the subsoil can affect the chemistry of the topsoil, most specifically, the ph. The
other important factor in the makeup of topsoil is location.Soil differs greatly from one
geographic region to another, but all soil falls into one of three classifications: clay, loam, or
sand. If you live in certain parts of the south, you may have to deal with distinctively clay-heavy
soil, while homes in coastal areas often struggle with extremely sandy soils. Loam is the most
desirable soil. Clay drains poorly and the dense structure resists root growth. Sandy soil drains
much too quickly to hold the nutrients necessary to keep the lawn healthy.No matter what type of
soil is natural to your area, soil health and structure also depend on how the lawn has been used
over time, and how it has been maintained. For instance, a lawn that has seen many years of
hard use as a football field for a growing group of kids will likely be tightly compacted and dense.
An excess of certain nutrients such as calcium can also adversely impact soil structure, as can
an imbalance of other nutrients.However, most lawn soils are not totally one type or the other. If
you look closely at your soil, it’s likely you’ll see a mix, such as a sandy loam. That’s why the goal
of improvements like aerating the lawn, and adding structural amendments such as compost, is
to create a soil that is most conducive to a healthy lawn.Determining Your Soil Texture Soils
partly come from the earth’s mineral crust and partly from the remains of living things. The
mineral (inorganic) part is rock that has been worn down to particles. Clay (left photo) is simply
stone that has worn down to microscopically small particles. Clay soils are dense and slow
draining. Clay soils compact easily when wet. Compacted clay soils resist root penetration and
do not support grass well. Most clay soils form a tight wad when squeezed in your hand that
does not easily crumble.The inorganic part of Loam soils (center photo) are a mixture of clay,
silt, and sand particles. Loam is the best soil for lawns since it doesn’t compact like clay or dry
out like sand. A handful of moist loam will form a ball when squeezed, but the ball will crumble as
you handle it.Sand soils (right photo) are gritty and resist forming a cohesive ball. Sand soil
resists compaction better than clay and loam but dries out quickly unless generously amended
with organic matter. Heavy clay and dry sand soils are best improved with the addition of
compost or other organic matter. Soil NutrientsSoil serves as the lawn’s kitchen. A rich, healthy
soil provides a smorgasbord of varying amounts of more than a dozen macro and
micronutrients. These range from large amounts of nitrogen to trace amounts of copper and zinc.
However, the main courses and the nutrients you’re most likely to deal with and adjust are
nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium (denoted by the initials N-P-K).Nitrogen is considered
the biggest player in that trio, because its effects are most apparent. Largely responsible for lawn
growth and the deep green color that marks a vigorous lawn, nitrogen spurs the process of
photosynthesis by which the grass plant actually feeds itself. Available nitrogen is used up or
washes out of the soil very quickly, but too much nitrogen applied all at once can cause more
problems than it addresses, including “burning” the lawn, killing off beneficial organisms in the
soil, and creating very rapid blade growth at the expense of proper root development.
Fortunately, there are many available sources for nitrogen, from fine lawn clippings themselves
to natural fertilizers, to the synthetic mixes sold at most garden centers. The trick is to feed the



lawn a steady and moderate supply of nitrogen.Phosphorous is important in its own right,
primarily for aiding root and shoot growth. Most soils typically contain enough phosphorous to
feed a lawn, but in unhealthy soils, the nutrient can be bound up and unavailable to the root
system.Potassium is the unsung hero in your soil. It acts as a vitamin and supplement to your
lawn, helping the grass plants block out weed growth, resist disease, and tolerate stressors such
as cold snaps and drought. Unfortunately, a lack of potassium is a hard thing to discern, which is
why it’s usually a part of any regular lawn feeding.As important as these big three are, keep in
mind that the key to healthy soil is balance. If only a single nutrient is out of whack, it can
negatively affect how other nutrients are absorbed by lawn.The Perfect pH Soil acidity is
measured on a 14-point pH scale. On this scale, 1 is extremely acidic, 7 is neutral and 14 is
extremely alkaline. Lawn soil should generally be neutral or slightly acidic, falling somewhere
between 6.5 and 7 on the scale. Soil that is too acidic or too alkaline (the opposite of acidity) will
hinder lawn health. Depending on how severe the imbalance is, acidity or alkalinity will “lock up”
certain nutrients making them unavailable to the lawn.Lawn soil acidity can be affected by local
geographic conditions, the age of the lawn, the type of fertilizers that have been used, and other
factors. Soil that that is too acidic can be remedied with the application of lime, while alkaline
soils can be corrected by adding sulfur to the soil. But these corrections have to be done very
carefully.In any case, the place to start is with a soil test, as described on page 30. In addition to
measuring the relative levels of different nutrients in the soil, the test should accurately depict
the pH level. Keep in mind when reading your results that the scale is exponential: a one-point
difference in the scale—say, from 6 to 5—represents a tenfold increase in acidity or alkalinity.Not
Just For Bait Anymore Keep an eye out for earthworms in your lawn soil. These wriggly little
creatures are a sure sign of healthy soil, because they process decaying matter and create
waste, or “castings,” that add to the nutrients your lawn uses to make its own food. They will not
proliferate in an unhealthy soil base, and a lack of earthworms is oftentimes the “canary in the
coal mine” of your lawn’s health.Thinking Green: Composting Gardeners call compost “black
gold,” because not only does it provide a nutrient-rich, structure-improving soil amendment that
few fertilizers can rival, composting is also a low- or no-cost way to recycle household and yard
waste, keeping it out of landfills while benefiting your lawn.Among the many wonderful attributes
of compost is that it releases its nutrients slowly for long-term benefits. And even if you add other
fertilizers to your lawn, compost-enriched soil will bind those fertilizers, limiting runoff and
stopping excess fertilizer from making its way into sewage streams, waterways, and
watersheds.You can buy compost from most garden centers, but it’s almost as easy to make
your own. Purchase one of the many prefabricated compost bins on the market, or build your
own with straw bales, wood, chicken wire, or any material that will create an enclosure that
allows for air circulation. You can even just pile layers of different yard and kitchen waste in a
discrete corner of the yard. For quick results, turn the pile every couple of weeks to make sure
it’s kept moist. Even a neglected pile will eventually become your own little source of black gold!
Testing Your SoilRush out to buy fertilizer, amendments, or lawn-care products of any sort



without knowing what’s already in your soil, and you’re flying blind. That’s where soil tests come
in.A decent soil test kit (look to pay $20 or more) will tell you if your pH is off. It will also measure
relative amounts of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium in the soil. That information will give
you a great start on determining whether or not you need to immediately make corrections. A soil
test provides a great overview snapshot of your soil health, and you can use the test results to
select the appropriate fertilizer blend for your lawn (that’s if you determine you even need to
fertilize at all). You’ll find home test kits that give you results right away at large home centers and
nurseries.Mail-in kits provide more accurate and more comprehensive information, including
levels of soluble salts in the soil and percentages of micronutrients. Some even provide
recommendations for correcting soil imbalances. You’ll wait a few weeks for the results and you’ll
have to spend a little bit more money for mail-in tests. But if you have doubts about the health of
your soil or have detected multiple problems in the lawn, a mail-in test kit is probably the way to
go. You can find mail-in kits online, or get them through your local cooperative extension office.
The Cooperative Extension System (now called the National Institute for Food and Agriculture)
is a federal government agency with a network of regional branch offices throughout every state
in the nation. Charged with advancing knowledge about agriculture, the environment, and
related issues, your local extension office offers soil testing as part of their services. Collect a
soil sample as shown in the steps on page 31, but put the sample in the container supplied by
the extension office. Mail the sample to the lab in the mailer provided, and you’ll receive a highly
detailed report.Look to test your soil in the early spring, after the weather first turns warm, or in
the late fall, after the lawn has gone dormant. Make sure to create your sample from several
different areas of the lawn, and carefully follow the directions that come with the test kit.Jar Test
You can tell what texture soil you’re working with by conducting a jar test. Fill a quart jar two-
thirds full with water. Gradually add to the jar a soil sample from the desired planting area.
Continue adding soil until water reaches the top of the jar. Cover and shake, then allow the
sediment to settle for a day. The sand will settle first, then silt, and finally clay. Is your soil
predominantly sand? Mostly clay?Heavy clay soils and dry sand soils are most effectively
improved by the addition of organic matter. While it would seem that adding sand should make a
clay soil more like loam, in practice this mixture produces hard, brick-like chunks in the soil.
Instead, till in generous quantities of peat, compost, or composted manure. Contact your local
extension service for recommendations on the best kinds and quantities of organic matter to add
to your clay or sand soils. How to Test Your SoilClean a thin garden trowel and gallon bucket with
a mild soap mixture. Wipe them with a clean, dry cloth moistened with rubbing alcohol. Allow
them to dry before gathering the soil.Dig up samples from different areas of the lawn. Half a
trowel of dirt or less from each of about five or six locations will be plenty.Collect the soil in the
bucket as you go. When you’ve collected the soil you’ll need, use the trowel to thoroughly blend
the soil samples.Test the soil for key nutrients and acidity, using the test kit tubes, and following
the kit’s instructions. Knowing Your LawnA lawn is a garden unto itself, typically populated by
over a million grass plants that are all incredibly alike in their structure and growing habits. Those



plants are fairly special; of the thousands upon thousands of grass species, only a select group
of about 50 are suitable for use in a lawn.All turfgrass species share a basic structure.
Turfgrasses grow from a central node at ground level called a crown. The crown is essentially the
main control center of the plant. It sucks up water and nutrients from the roots to fuel the process
of photosynthesis in the leaves by which any turfgrass produces its own food. That food is then
used to generate both root and leaf growth. Amazingly, even if you severely scalp the top growth
and the roots are underfed, dried out, and shriveled up, your grass still has a fighting chance if
the crown is intact.Sturdy stems called shoots grow out of the crown with a protective covering
known as a sheath. Each stem is capable of producing several growth nodes, out of which new
leaves will sprout. Most people call these leaves blades (technically speaking, only the top
portion of the leaf), and the fact that you can cut them again and again without damaging the
plant is something that makes grass unique among plants. It’s also the trait that allows you to
mow regularly.Turfgrasses differ in how they grow and spread. Like other grasses, turfgrasses
will reproduce by going to seed if you allow them to. But routine lawn mowing prevents this from
happening. Instead, turfgrasses grow new plants in one of three ways. Rhizomatous grasses
create new growth at the end of underground stems, called rhizomes. Stoloniferous grasses
produce new plants at nodes along stolons, essentially rhizomes that creep along aboveground
setting new plants down into the soil. Clumping grasses don’t send out stolons; they grow new
stems called tillers, directly out of the crown. The bushy growth habit is why clump grasses are
sometimes called bush or bunch grasses.The reason this distinction matters to homeowners is
because stoloniferous and rhizomatous grasses tend to fill out more quickly and fully, making for
a lusher lawn. That’s why they are the most popular varieties for lawns.Turfgrasses can be
classified as annual or perennial, but the vast majority of lawns are perennial grasses. It’s not
very useful to have your lawn die out every year. The more important division is seasonality.
Some grasses grow best in warmer parts (called warm-season grasses) of the country, while
others thrive in cooler areas (called, predictably, cool-season grasses).Knowing what grass
species you have, how it spreads, and what season it prefers determines when you should
fertilize and water, how you should mow and maintain the lawn, and what pests and problems
you can expect to battle.Some turfgrass plants grow out from a central crown that provides
moisture and nutrients to the leaves so that essential photosynthesis can occur.Turf Grass
Propagation Geography, Climate & Grass ChoiceJust as you select the flowers, vegetables,
trees and shrubs for your yard and garden based largely on your climate, you need to choose
turfgrass that thrives in your yard. Like any other plant, turfgrass has its own needs and
characteristics, including relative tolerance to sun and shade, heat preferences, and water
requirements. The type of seed or sod you select for lawn planting or renovation should not be
chosen based simply on whether you live in a cool or warm part of the country, but should take
into account regional variations. Fortunately, there is a very good resource to help you do just
that.The map below is a representation of the Turfgrass Climate Zone Map developed by the
United States National Arboretum. Similar to the American Horticultural Society Heat Zone Map



that gardeners often use, this map divides the country into five separate zones. The
characteristics of each zone determine which turfgrass or grasses will do best in that zone. You
may find other turfgrass zone maps; seed companies sometimes develop their own to reflect the
species and varieties they have developed. But this version is the most common and, for most
purposes, it’s a very effective resource in choosing the specific grass that will work best in your
location.The map breaks the country into the following five zones:Cool arid (1). Encompassing
such a large geographic region, it should be no surprise that this zone features an incredible
diversity of microclimates. Mild, snowy-to-dry winters are the flip side of warm-to-very hot, dry
summers. The diversity of this zone makes it a good idea to contact your local cooperative
extension office or university agricultural program for help in choosing just the right grass.
Kentucky bluegrass is one of the most common to this region and will do well, but given the
relatively modest rainfall throughout the zone, you should plan on regular watering for best
growth.Cool humid (2). Another diverse zone, this is a region of extremes. Within the boundaries
of this zone, there are frigid-to-mild winters, and hot to temperate summers. But moisture comes
with all seasons. Most of the cool-season grasses do well in this zone.Warm humid (3). A typical
southern region, this zone features uniformly mild, wet winters, and hot, humid summers. The
abundance of moisture provides a breeding ground for insects and a hospitable environment for
many different lawn diseases, so vigilance is key in this zone. Treat any problems with the
appropriate solution as soon as signs of disease become apparent. Bermuda grass, St.
Augustine grass, and zoysia grass all do well in this region.Warm arid (4). This is perhaps the
most difficult region in which to maintain a lush, dense, and deep green lawn. The big challenge
is, of course, water; options such as in-ground sprinklers, drip hoses and grey water systems are
all part of lawn care here. The most common species throughout this zone is Bermuda
grass.Transition zone (5). Running along the center of the country from the east coast to around
Missouri, this zone represents the most challenging area for growing turfgrass. Harsh summers
and freezing winters mean that neither cool-season nor warm-season grasses are going to do
well everywhere in the zone. The answer is to use Interstate 80 as a dividing line. If you’re north
of that line, cool-season grasses such as perennial ryegrass will probably work best in your yard.
If you’re south of the line, and experience milder winters, consider growing Bermuda
grass.Understanding Microclimates The Turfgrass Climate Zone Map is an excellent tool, but it
can’t account for all geographic elevations and variations. Certain “microclimates” sometimes
feature completely different conditions than the zone within which they are located. If your home
is located within a microclimate, you need to take that into account when choosing seed or
sod.A microclimate is created when a local feature causes a small area to experience much
different conditions than the surrounding geography. For instance, if you live in the cool/arid
zone, but your home is located in a deep valley where fog is common in the summer, it’s likely
that you could consider a less drought-tolerant species than could survive elsewhere in your
region. Likewise, if your yard is shaded most of the day and is at the foot of a watershed slope,
you’ll have much wetter conditions than your neighbors.Being aware of your local and site



conditions helps you further refine your choice of turfgrass, and can play a large part in just how
well your particular grass grows.Local conditions such as frequent snowfall and freezing
temperatures will affect what grass type you should overseed with or plant in the first place. Cool-
Season GrassesOne of the best ways to head off potential problems with your lawn, and avoid
extra work in keeping it as healthy as possible, is to select the right grass from the start. The first
step in making that decision is choosing between cool-season and warm-season
grasses.Simply put, cool-season grasses grow best in colder climates, while warm-season
species do better in warm areas. Cool-season grasses prefer temperatures between 60 and
75°F and require a significant and steady supply of water to grow their best. Kentucky bluegrass
is the most common cool-season grass, chosen for its attractive blades, strong growth, and
resistance to disease. However, cool-season lawns are typically comprised of a mix of
species.The schedule of maintenance is where the differences between cool- and warm-season
turfgrasses really become most apparent. Cool-season lawns grow most vigorously in the cool
of spring and the chill of early fall. As the heat of summer comes on, or during unusual hot spells
in other seasons when the temperature is consistently above 85° F, cool-season lawns will
actually go dormant. This may include turning brown if the climate is dry and hot without respite
for more than a week or so.Consequently, you’ll need to mow a cool-season lawn much more
frequently in the spring and fall, and may not need to mow at all for several weeks in the middle
of a hot summer. Periods of growth and dormancy also affect when you should fertilize the lawn
(see page 94), and the best time for undertaking stressful procedures such as
dethatching.Kentucky bluegrass is the most common type of cool-season grass. It is a favorite of
northern homeowners because it’s beautiful and relatively easy to keep healthy and looking
great.Although you won’t have to do frequent mowing on a cool-season lawn during hot summer
months, you will have to increase your vigilance. The stress of heat and the diminished activity of
dormancy leave cool-season grasses susceptible to damage from drought-related diseases
such as dollar spot. It also leaves the lawn vulnerable to infestation from pests, and poorly
equipped to withstand simple damage such as compaction from summer parties and
sports.Winter Help One of the big disadvantages to many warm-season grasses is that they go
brown over the winter. So even though you may live in a southern climate where other plants
flourish over the winter months, your lovely green lawn will look dead. A remedy used by many
homeowners in warmer states is to overseed the lawn in fall with annual varieties of cool-season
species such as ryegrass or fescue. The cool-season grass greens the lawn during the cooler
days between fall and spring, and then dies away just as the native warm-season grass greens
up with the rising temperatures. This technique also adds to the health of a southern lawn,
because the actively growing cool-season grass will crowd out opportunistic weeds.The
Complete Guide to aBETTER LAWNHow to Plant, Maintain & Improve Your Yard & Lawnby
Chris PetersonThe Complete Guide to aBETTER LAWNHow to Plant, Maintain & Improve Your
Yard & Lawnby Chris PetersonContentsThe Complete Guide to a Better
LawnIntroductionGallery of Beautiful LawnsEvaluating Your LawnUnderstanding Your SoilLawn
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ChoiceCool-Season GrassesWarm-Season GrassesInspecting Your LawnYour Lawn-Care
PlanScheduling Lawn CareRenewing an Older LawnRenew or Replace?Dealing With
ThatchDethatching Your LawnAerating Your LawnLeveling the Lawn SurfaceRepairing Bare
SpotsOverseedingPlanting a New LawnNew Lawn OptionsSelecting SodSelecting Grass
SeedSelecting Lawn PlugsRemoving an Old LawnPreparing Your SoilAdding TopsoilAmending
Soil With CompostNatural Soil AmendmentsMaintaining Proper Soil pHGrading for Proper
DrainageLaying SodPlanting a Lawn From SeedMaintaining Your LawnFeeding Your
LawnMowing FundamentalsMowing the LawnTrimming & EdgingWater & Your LawnWinterizing
the LawnTHE LAWN PROBLEM-SOLVER GUIDESolving Lawn ProblemsFighting
WeedsDefeating Harmful Insects & PestsDealing With Lawn DiseasesImproving Site
ConditionsInstalling a French DrainCreating a Drainage SwaleAdding a Mowing StripArtificial
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LawnsEvaluating Your LawnUnderstanding Your SoilLawn Soil TypesSoil NutrientsTesting Your
SoilKnowing Your LawnGeography, Climate & Grass ChoiceCool-Season GrassesWarm-
Season GrassesInspecting Your LawnYour Lawn-Care PlanScheduling Lawn CareRenewing an
Older LawnRenew or Replace?Dealing With ThatchDethatching Your LawnAerating Your
LawnLeveling the Lawn SurfaceRepairing Bare SpotsOverseedingPlanting a New LawnNew
Lawn OptionsSelecting SodSelecting Grass SeedSelecting Lawn PlugsRemoving an Old
LawnPreparing Your SoilAdding TopsoilAmending Soil With CompostNatural Soil
AmendmentsMaintaining Proper Soil pHGrading for Proper DrainageLaying SodPlanting a Lawn
From SeedMaintaining Your LawnFeeding Your LawnMowing FundamentalsMowing the
LawnTrimming & EdgingWater & Your LawnWinterizing the LawnTHE LAWN PROBLEM-
SOLVER GUIDESolving Lawn ProblemsFighting WeedsDefeating Harmful Insects &
PestsDealing With Lawn DiseasesImproving Site ConditionsInstalling a French DrainCreating a
Drainage SwaleAdding a Mowing StripArtificial LawnsAPPENDIX: Lawncare Equipment user’s
GuideResourcesConversionsPhoto CreditsIndexIntroductionIntroductionFew things make a
home look as spectacular as a lush, manicured, emerald green lawn. Aside from making your
neighbors green with envy, a fabulous lawn is also the grand, comfortable stage for many of life’s
most treasured moments, from summer birthday parties, to a lazy neighborhood cookout, to
junior’s first game of catch with dad. But just as a gorgeous lawn enhances your home, one that
has some obvious shortcomings will detract from the look of a house—and the neighborhood in
general. A weed-strewn, scraggly, patchy lawn or a sickly plot of grass can bring down the value
of the home it’s connected to, and it makes outdoor activities less enjoyable.There’s simply no
reason to put up with a less-than-wonderful lawn. Dense, healthy turf doesn’t materialize by
accident. It’s the result of timely feeding, watering, and regular maintenance. Conscientious lawn
care not only creates a luxurious carpet of grass, it is also your first and easiest line of defense
against weeds, insects, disease and other lawn problems. Preventing them from occurring is



always easier than dealing with them after they rear their ugly heads.That’s why we’ve laid out all
the basics of lawn maintenance in this book, including exactly what you need to do to keep your
lawn healthy, and when you need to do it.Of course even the most meticulously tended lawns
occasionally have an outbreak of weeds, a problem with grubs, or even a small patch of dollar
spot fungus. After all, you can’t entirely control nature. So we’ve also included a comprehensive
“Lawn Problem-Solving Guide” in this book, ensuring that you always have the right solution for
whatever problem crops up.Keeping ahead of lawn problems and on top of your lawn’s needs
entails just a little diligence and the right knowledge and advice. It’s not hard. You provide the
watchful eye and few hours on weekends, and these pages will serve up the information you
need to create a verdant, rich green lawn that you and your family can enjoy with pride.Few
things make a home look as spectacular as a lush, manicured, emerald green lawn. Aside from
making your neighbors green with envy, a fabulous lawn is also the grand, comfortable stage for
many of life’s most treasured moments, from summer birthday parties, to a lazy neighborhood
cookout, to junior’s first game of catch with dad. But just as a gorgeous lawn enhances your
home, one that has some obvious shortcomings will detract from the look of a house—and the
neighborhood in general. A weed-strewn, scraggly, patchy lawn or a sickly plot of grass can
bring down the value of the home it’s connected to, and it makes outdoor activities less
enjoyable.There’s simply no reason to put up with a less-than-wonderful lawn. Dense, healthy
turf doesn’t materialize by accident. It’s the result of timely feeding, watering, and regular
maintenance. Conscientious lawn care not only creates a luxurious carpet of grass, it is also
your first and easiest line of defense against weeds, insects, disease and other lawn problems.
Preventing them from occurring is always easier than dealing with them after they rear their ugly
heads.That’s why we’ve laid out all the basics of lawn maintenance in this book, including
exactly what you need to do to keep your lawn healthy, and when you need to do it.Of course
even the most meticulously tended lawns occasionally have an outbreak of weeds, a problem
with grubs, or even a small patch of dollar spot fungus. After all, you can’t entirely control nature.
So we’ve also included a comprehensive “Lawn Problem-Solving Guide” in this book, ensuring
that you always have the right solution for whatever problem crops up.Keeping ahead of lawn
problems and on top of your lawn’s needs entails just a little diligence and the right knowledge
and advice. It’s not hard. You provide the watchful eye and few hours on weekends, and these
pages will serve up the information you need to create a verdant, rich green lawn that you and
your family can enjoy with pride.Gallery of Beautiful LawnsGallery of Beautiful LawnsYou can
learn a lot about lawns just by looking at them. The color is the first thing that sticks out. A
healthy, well-fed, and well-tended lawn will be a deep consistent green. And it’s not just the color;
a healthy lawn is also dense and cut suitably high so that it has the welcoming appeal and
magnetism of a plush carpet. You just want to lie down on it.Take a stroll down your block and
you may find that precious few yards actually look this inviting. That’s because many different
elements come together in the creation of a truly memorable lawn. In addition to a sharp
appearance of its own, the lawn should also complement the edges of the property and visually



complement other yard features, such as flowerbeds, shrubs and trees.That said, growing the
better lawn is not a great mystery, it’s the product of a little thought, a little time, and making sure
the lawn is kept healthy. If it’s kept in fighting trim, you lawn will do the rest—filling out in a dense
mat of eye-catching green and looking good even in periods of drought, overuse, or less-than-
ideal weather.The following pages feature inspiring lawns that show what a little work and quick
action in dealing with the occasional pest, weed, and disease can do. These examples should
provide ample motivation for you to create your own little carpet of heaven right outside your front
—or back—door.You can learn a lot about lawns just by looking at them. The color is the first
thing that sticks out. A healthy, well-fed, and well-tended lawn will be a deep consistent green.
And it’s not just the color; a healthy lawn is also dense and cut suitably high so that it has the
welcoming appeal and magnetism of a plush carpet. You just want to lie down on it.Take a stroll
down your block and you may find that precious few yards actually look this inviting. That’s
because many different elements come together in the creation of a truly memorable lawn. In
addition to a sharp appearance of its own, the lawn should also complement the edges of the
property and visually complement other yard features, such as flowerbeds, shrubs and
trees.That said, growing the better lawn is not a great mystery, it’s the product of a little thought,
a little time, and making sure the lawn is kept healthy. If it’s kept in fighting trim, you lawn will do
the rest—filling out in a dense mat of eye-catching green and looking good even in periods of
drought, overuse, or less-than-ideal weather.The following pages feature inspiring lawns that
show what a little work and quick action in dealing with the occasional pest, weed, and disease
can do. These examples should provide ample motivation for you to create your own little carpet
of heaven right outside your front—or back—door. Healthy TurfAn in-ground sprinkler system,
although somewhat expensive and labor-intensive to install, can save a significant amount of
time, money, and hassle over the years. Healthy TurfAn in-ground sprinkler system, although
somewhat expensive and labor-intensive to install, can save a significant amount of time,
money, and hassle over the years.Mowing patterns are a wonderful and easy way to add a
fascinating graphic element to your healthy lawn.Mowing patterns are a wonderful and easy way
to add a fascinating graphic element to your healthy lawn.A lush, pristine lawn like this requires
excellent soil, ideal conditions, and dedicated lawn maintenance.A lush, pristine lawn like this
requires excellent soil, ideal conditions, and dedicated lawn maintenance.A blanket of healthy
turf grass not only looks beautiful, but is a highly effective way to prevent soil erosion in a hilly
lawn area.A blanket of healthy turf grass not only looks beautiful, but is a highly effective way to
prevent soil erosion in a hilly lawn area.There’s nothing wrong with this lawn; allowing a cool-
season lawn to go dormant helps keep it healthy and, as long it’s mowed trim as this lawn has
been, it can still look nice and tidy.There’s nothing wrong with this lawn; allowing a cool-season
lawn to go dormant helps keep it healthy and, as long it’s mowed trim as this lawn has been, it
can still look nice and tidy.This southern lawn has been mowed extremely low to achieve an
elegant, velvety texture. Only a few grass species will tolerate mowing to such a short height;
mow the correct height for your lawn.This southern lawn has been mowed extremely low to



achieve an elegant, velvety texture. Only a few grass species will tolerate mowing to such a short
height; mow the correct height for your lawn.Healthy grass grows vigorously as long as it gets
plenty of sun and water. Keeping up with the growth takes some effort but will give payback in
many ways because healthier plants are much more resistant to disease and they outperform
weeds.Healthy grass grows vigorously as long as it gets plenty of sun and water. Keeping up
with the growth takes some effort but will give payback in many ways because healthier plants
are much more resistant to disease and they outperform weeds.A well-maintained lawn can be
identified in a quick glance in most cases. The urge to take off your shoes and run through the
grass is a key sign that you’re doing a good job in the lawn care department.A well-maintained
lawn can be identified in a quick glance in most cases. The urge to take off your shoes and run
through the grass is a key sign that you’re doing a good job in the lawn care department.
Beautiful BordersCrisp edging goes a long way toward helping a lawn look spiffy. Keeping edges
cut cleanly will also help prevent healthy lawn grasses from invading flowerbeds. Beautiful
BordersCrisp edging goes a long way toward helping a lawn look spiffy. Keeping edges cut
cleanly will also help prevent healthy lawn grasses from invading flowerbeds.A gravel pathway
separates the lawn from adjacent shrub beds. A matching brick border separates the gravel path
from the lawn, ensuring that the edge can be easily mown without the fear of flying gravel.A
gravel pathway separates the lawn from adjacent shrub beds. A matching brick border separates
the gravel path from the lawn, ensuring that the edge can be easily mown without the fear of
flying gravel.Lawn-edge pathways not only add a distinctive design element to any lawn, they
are also extremely practical. They limit the need for edging, make mowing easier, and keep
aggressive garden plants from invading the grass—and vice versa.Lawn-edge pathways not
only add a distinctive design element to any lawn, they are also extremely practical. They limit
the need for edging, make mowing easier, and keep aggressive garden plants from invading the
grass—and vice versa. Accent PlantingsFrom container plants to meticulously pruned shrubs to
wildflowers, border plantings, specimen trees, and climbing vines, this yard features just about
every imaginable type of accent plant. The element that ties it all together: a lush green lawn.
Accent PlantingsFrom container plants to meticulously pruned shrubs to wildflowers, border
plantings, specimen trees, and climbing vines, this yard features just about every imaginable
type of accent plant. The element that ties it all together: a lush green lawn.Ornamental rose
gardens are lovely counterpoints to this strip of lawn, but the homeowner has to keep a watchful
eye on the lawn’s soil. The Japanese beetles that are common rose pests can start as white
grub infestations in the lawn. Protecting lawn health often means being aware of what other
plants are nearby.Ornamental rose gardens are lovely counterpoints to this strip of lawn, but the
homeowner has to keep a watchful eye on the lawn’s soil. The Japanese beetles that are
common rose pests can start as white grub infestations in the lawn. Protecting lawn health often
means being aware of what other plants are nearby.Climbing roses add life and color to the
transition area between this stretch of lawn and the driveway. The plants also help soften the
hard lines of the metal railing for a more inviting appearance.Climbing roses add life and color to



the transition area between this stretch of lawn and the driveway. The plants also help soften the
hard lines of the metal railing for a more inviting appearance.A beautiful flowering cherry tree,
low-lying shrubs, and flowering ground covers thrive in a high-traffic corner where the grass
struggled to survive. The solution to a lawn problem often lies in being creative with landscape
plantings.A beautiful flowering cherry tree, low-lying shrubs, and flowering ground covers thrive
in a high-traffic corner where the grass struggled to survive. The solution to a lawn problem often
lies in being creative with landscape plantings.Because this lawn has essentially been designed
as the pathway between flower beds, the grass chosen is one that is tolerant to high traffic.
Always consider if your grass species is well suited to the plans you have for your yard and
landscape.Because this lawn has essentially been designed as the pathway between flower
beds, the grass chosen is one that is tolerant to high traffic. Always consider if your grass
species is well suited to the plans you have for your yard and landscape.Native wildflowers
planted around the edges of this lawn create an informal border that feels natural and requires
only minimal maintenance.Native wildflowers planted around the edges of this lawn create an
informal border that feels natural and requires only minimal maintenance.The right tree can be a
lovely addition and a great way to break up an otherwise boring expanse of lawn. But choose
carefully. The tree should have a modest canopy and it should be placed where the sun will
move around it during the day, preventing lawn thinning due to lack of sun.The right tree can be
a lovely addition and a great way to break up an otherwise boring expanse of lawn. But choose
carefully. The tree should have a modest canopy and it should be placed where the sun will
move around it during the day, preventing lawn thinning due to lack of sun. Hardscape
HelpersMowing strips, such as the concrete versions shown here, save you time and effort
spent edging. They also add a sharp look to the lawn. Hardscape HelpersMowing strips, such as
the concrete versions shown here, save you time and effort spent edging. They also add a sharp
look to the lawn.A wonderful stepping-stone path leads visitors through the yard and prevents
soil compaction and grass damage from foot traffic. Stepping-stone paths are the easiest to
install in a lawn, and can save a lot of wear and tear.A wonderful stepping-stone path leads
visitors through the yard and prevents soil compaction and grass damage from foot traffic.
Stepping-stone paths are the easiest to install in a lawn, and can save a lot of wear and tear.It’s
often wiser to terrace a severe slope than to try to grow grass there. This low-maintenance
terrace garden replaced a section of lawn that was both difficult to keep healthy and a challenge
to mow.It’s often wiser to terrace a severe slope than to try to grow grass there. This low-
maintenance terrace garden replaced a section of lawn that was both difficult to keep healthy
and a challenge to mow.An elegant stepping-stone pathway leads both the eye and foot traffic to
a lovely outdoor patio. It also prevents that foot traffic from causing lawn compaction.An elegant
stepping-stone pathway leads both the eye and foot traffic to a lovely outdoor patio. It also
prevents that foot traffic from causing lawn compaction.A mixed bag of masonry structures could
easily be a visual mess, but the calm tones of this plush lawn provide a resting place for the eye
and allow each stone or brick element to stand on its own. For the record, this landscape



includes poured concrete steps, a curved concrete paver walkway, a mortared fieldstone wall, a
mortarless ashlar wall with flagstone cap, and a brick wall.A mixed bag of masonry structures
could easily be a visual mess, but the calm tones of this plush lawn provide a resting place for
the eye and allow each stone or brick element to stand on its own. For the record, this landscape
includes poured concrete steps, a curved concrete paver walkway, a mortared fieldstone wall, a
mortarless ashlar wall with flagstone cap, and a brick wall.A rock garden and a garden pond with
stone coping provide shape and form to this landscape. The gardens create rounded forms and
interesting irregular lines in the lawn borders that give it a very organic feeling.A rock garden and
a garden pond with stone coping provide shape and form to this landscape. The gardens create
rounded forms and interesting irregular lines in the lawn borders that give it a very organic
feeling.Evaluating Your LawnEvaluating Your LawnBefore you can really meet your lawn’s needs,
you have to know what those needs are. The grass in your lawn may be any of a dozen different
common types, each with its own nutritional and maintenance requirements. The soil beneath
your lawn can be rich loam, quick-draining sand, or impenetrable clay—or any combination.
Certain weeds, pests, and diseases will be common to your area. Growing the best lawn
possible entails knowing all you can about the grass, local conditions, and the problems your
lawn is likely to face and why.Understanding your lawn starts with the soil. Determining which
nutrients are present, and which are missing, will help you choose precisely the type and
quantity of fertilizer your lawn needs to grow as robustly as possible.The type of grass is as
important as the soil. With that in mind, we’ve provided a visual guide to lawn grasses. This will
allow you to come up with a maintenance plan tailored to your yard, and develop strategies for
heading off problems such as pests and disease long before they take hold.A simple and
comprehensive lawn-care plan is the ultimate goal of any thorough lawn assessment, which is
exactly what you should have once you’re finished with this chapter.In this chapter:
Understanding Your Soil Lawn Soil Types Soil Nutrients Testing Your Soil Knowing Your Lawn
Geography, Climate & Grass Choice Cool-Season Grasses Warm-Season Grasses Inspecting
Your Lawn Your Lawn-Care Plan Scheduling Lawn CareBefore you can really meet your lawn’s
needs, you have to know what those needs are. The grass in your lawn may be any of a dozen
different common types, each with its own nutritional and maintenance requirements. The soil
beneath your lawn can be rich loam, quick-draining sand, or impenetrable clay—or any
combination. Certain weeds, pests, and diseases will be common to your area. Growing the best
lawn possible entails knowing all you can about the grass, local conditions, and the problems
your lawn is likely to face and why.Understanding your lawn starts with the soil. Determining
which nutrients are present, and which are missing, will help you choose precisely the type and
quantity of fertilizer your lawn needs to grow as robustly as possible.The type of grass is as
important as the soil. With that in mind, we’ve provided a visual guide to lawn grasses. This will
allow you to come up with a maintenance plan tailored to your yard, and develop strategies for
heading off problems such as pests and disease long before they take hold.A simple and
comprehensive lawn-care plan is the ultimate goal of any thorough lawn assessment, which is



exactly what you should have once you’re finished with this chapter.In this chapter:
Understanding Your Soil Lawn Soil Types Soil Nutrients Testing Your Soil Knowing Your Lawn
Geography, Climate & Grass Choice Cool-Season Grasses Warm-Season Grasses Inspecting
Your Lawn Your Lawn-Care Plan Scheduling Lawn Care Understanding Your SoilA lush, healthy
lawn begins with the soil that lies beneath it. Good soil is your first line of defense against
problems, because it ensures that the grass has all the nutrients it needs to grow strong, win the
competition against weeds, deny pests a home, and prevent disease. The best soil also ensures
that water drains quickly enough so that the lawn doesn’t drown, but not so quickly that it dies of
thirst.How well your soil supports lawn growth and health depends on the balance of the four
basic ingredients that make up any soil: air, water, inorganic minerals, and organic matter—the
mix of decaying plants and insects called humus. The wrong balance creates a soil that doesn’t
drain and discourages root growth, or one that drains too quickly to effectively hold nutrients.
The right balance is a rich mixture teeming with beneficial life.Lawns prefer loam for good
reason. Loam provides a ready supply of nutrients to the grass. Those nutrients, like the soil
structure itself, must be in proper balance to ensure that the lawn gets the food it needs, when it
needs it. The three main nutrients you’ll encounter most often in discussions of lawn health are
nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium. But as essential as these are, they are only a few of the
many nutrients present in healthy soil. An overabundance or deficiency of other key nutrients
can create problems just as serious as an imbalance in the big three.The nutrients available to
grass roots will also be affected by the pH of the soil, which is the measure of how acidic it is. An
imbalance in pH can occur when a lawn is not correctly maintained, or is improperly fertilized.
When soil becomes too acidic or alkaline (the opposite of acidity), some nutrients become
unavailable. It’s easy to fix an acidity imbalance, but detecting it early is key. Maintaining proper
ph, along with ensuring the right balance of nutrients, is why any sensible lawn program starts
with a basic soil test.How well the soil supports your lawn also depends on how much soil you
actually have. Topsoil that is more than five inches deep provides an excellent foundation for the
typical lawn. But topsoil is expensive, which is why home builders and contractors often use two
inches or less. That can translate to a lawn that struggles. So in addition to making sure your soil
is supplying the proper nutrients to the grass, you’ll also need to determine how much soil you’ve
got to work with. In most cases, it’s a good idea to regularly add organic matter on top of the
lawn to build up the soil base, in a process called topdressing.But whatever you do, always keep
in mind that although you can’t see it, the soil underneath your lawn is just as important as the
grass itself. It’s a living, breathing thing, and keeping the soil healthy is key to keeping your lawn
healthy. Understanding Your SoilA lush, healthy lawn begins with the soil that lies beneath it.
Good soil is your first line of defense against problems, because it ensures that the grass has all
the nutrients it needs to grow strong, win the competition against weeds, deny pests a home,
and prevent disease. The best soil also ensures that water drains quickly enough so that the
lawn doesn’t drown, but not so quickly that it dies of thirst.How well your soil supports lawn
growth and health depends on the balance of the four basic ingredients that make up any soil:



air, water, inorganic minerals, and organic matter—the mix of decaying plants and insects called
humus. The wrong balance creates a soil that doesn’t drain and discourages root growth, or one
that drains too quickly to effectively hold nutrients. The right balance is a rich mixture teeming
with beneficial life.Lawns prefer loam for good reason. Loam provides a ready supply of nutrients
to the grass. Those nutrients, like the soil structure itself, must be in proper balance to ensure
that the lawn gets the food it needs, when it needs it. The three main nutrients you’ll encounter
most often in discussions of lawn health are nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium. But as
essential as these are, they are only a few of the many nutrients present in healthy soil. An
overabundance or deficiency of other key nutrients can create problems just as serious as an
imbalance in the big three.The nutrients available to grass roots will also be affected by the pH of
the soil, which is the measure of how acidic it is. An imbalance in pH can occur when a lawn is
not correctly maintained, or is improperly fertilized. When soil becomes too acidic or alkaline (the
opposite of acidity), some nutrients become unavailable. It’s easy to fix an acidity imbalance, but
detecting it early is key. Maintaining proper ph, along with ensuring the right balance of nutrients,
is why any sensible lawn program starts with a basic soil test.How well the soil supports your
lawn also depends on how much soil you actually have. Topsoil that is more than five inches
deep provides an excellent foundation for the typical lawn. But topsoil is expensive, which is why
home builders and contractors often use two inches or less. That can translate to a lawn that
struggles. So in addition to making sure your soil is supplying the proper nutrients to the grass,
you’ll also need to determine how much soil you’ve got to work with. In most cases, it’s a good
idea to regularly add organic matter on top of the lawn to build up the soil base, in a process
called topdressing.But whatever you do, always keep in mind that although you can’t see it, the
soil underneath your lawn is just as important as the grass itself. It’s a living, breathing thing, and
keeping the soil healthy is key to keeping your lawn healthy.Rich loam is the soil of choice for
lawns; different size particles, a wealth of decomposing organic materials, and beneficial
organisms ensure grass roots get the nutrients, water, and air they need.Rich loam is the soil of
choice for lawns; different size particles, a wealth of decomposing organic materials, and
beneficial organisms ensure grass roots get the nutrients, water, and air they need. Lawn Soil
TypesWhen we talk of soil, we are really discussing the relatively thin layer of topsoil that sits
atop a much deeper layer of subsoil. The topsoil is the layer in which plants can grow; subsoil is
unfit for plant growth. But the subsoil can affect the chemistry of the topsoil, most specifically, the
ph. The other important factor in the makeup of topsoil is location.Soil differs greatly from one
geographic region to another, but all soil falls into one of three classifications: clay, loam, or
sand. If you live in certain parts of the south, you may have to deal with distinctively clay-heavy
soil, while homes in coastal areas often struggle with extremely sandy soils. Loam is the most
desirable soil. Clay drains poorly and the dense structure resists root growth. Sandy soil drains
much too quickly to hold the nutrients necessary to keep the lawn healthy.No matter what type of
soil is natural to your area, soil health and structure also depend on how the lawn has been used
over time, and how it has been maintained. For instance, a lawn that has seen many years of



hard use as a football field for a growing group of kids will likely be tightly compacted and dense.
An excess of certain nutrients such as calcium can also adversely impact soil structure, as can
an imbalance of other nutrients.However, most lawn soils are not totally one type or the other. If
you look closely at your soil, it’s likely you’ll see a mix, such as a sandy loam. That’s why the goal
of improvements like aerating the lawn, and adding structural amendments such as compost, is
to create a soil that is most conducive to a healthy lawn. Lawn Soil TypesWhen we talk of soil,
we are really discussing the relatively thin layer of topsoil that sits atop a much deeper layer of
subsoil. The topsoil is the layer in which plants can grow; subsoil is unfit for plant growth. But the
subsoil can affect the chemistry of the topsoil, most specifically, the ph. The other important
factor in the makeup of topsoil is location.Soil differs greatly from one geographic region to
another, but all soil falls into one of three classifications: clay, loam, or sand. If you live in certain
parts of the south, you may have to deal with distinctively clay-heavy soil, while homes in coastal
areas often struggle with extremely sandy soils. Loam is the most desirable soil. Clay drains
poorly and the dense structure resists root growth. Sandy soil drains much too quickly to hold
the nutrients necessary to keep the lawn healthy.No matter what type of soil is natural to your
area, soil health and structure also depend on how the lawn has been used over time, and how it
has been maintained. For instance, a lawn that has seen many years of hard use as a football
field for a growing group of kids will likely be tightly compacted and dense. An excess of certain
nutrients such as calcium can also adversely impact soil structure, as can an imbalance of other
nutrients.However, most lawn soils are not totally one type or the other. If you look closely at your
soil, it’s likely you’ll see a mix, such as a sandy loam. That’s why the goal of improvements like
aerating the lawn, and adding structural amendments such as compost, is to create a soil that is
most conducive to a healthy lawn.Determining Your Soil Texture Soils partly come from the
earth’s mineral crust and partly from the remains of living things. The mineral (inorganic) part is
rock that has been worn down to particles. Clay (left photo) is simply stone that has worn down
to microscopically small particles. Clay soils are dense and slow draining. Clay soils compact
easily when wet. Compacted clay soils resist root penetration and do not support grass well.
Most clay soils form a tight wad when squeezed in your hand that does not easily crumble.The
inorganic part of Loam soils (center photo) are a mixture of clay, silt, and sand particles. Loam is
the best soil for lawns since it doesn’t compact like clay or dry out like sand. A handful of moist
loam will form a ball when squeezed, but the ball will crumble as you handle it.Sand soils (right
photo) are gritty and resist forming a cohesive ball. Sand soil resists compaction better than clay
and loam but dries out quickly unless generously amended with organic matter. Heavy clay and
dry sand soils are best improved with the addition of compost or other organic
matter.Determining Your Soil Texture Soils partly come from the earth’s mineral crust and partly
from the remains of living things. The mineral (inorganic) part is rock that has been worn down to
particles. Clay (left photo) is simply stone that has worn down to microscopically small particles.
Clay soils are dense and slow draining. Clay soils compact easily when wet. Compacted clay
soils resist root penetration and do not support grass well. Most clay soils form a tight wad when



squeezed in your hand that does not easily crumble.The inorganic part of Loam soils (center
photo) are a mixture of clay, silt, and sand particles. Loam is the best soil for lawns since it
doesn’t compact like clay or dry out like sand. A handful of moist loam will form a ball when
squeezed, but the ball will crumble as you handle it.Sand soils (right photo) are gritty and resist
forming a cohesive ball. Sand soil resists compaction better than clay and loam but dries out
quickly unless generously amended with organic matter. Heavy clay and dry sand soils are best
improved with the addition of compost or other organic matter.Determining Your Soil Texture
Determining Your Soil Texture Soils partly come from the earth’s mineral crust and partly from
the remains of living things. The mineral (inorganic) part is rock that has been worn down to
particles. Clay (left photo) is simply stone that has worn down to microscopically small particles.
Clay soils are dense and slow draining. Clay soils compact easily when wet. Compacted clay
soils resist root penetration and do not support grass well. Most clay soils form a tight wad when
squeezed in your hand that does not easily crumble.The inorganic part of Loam soils (center
photo) are a mixture of clay, silt, and sand particles. Loam is the best soil for lawns since it
doesn’t compact like clay or dry out like sand. A handful of moist loam will form a ball when
squeezed, but the ball will crumble as you handle it.Sand soils (right photo) are gritty and resist
forming a cohesive ball. Sand soil resists compaction better than clay and loam but dries out
quickly unless generously amended with organic matter. Heavy clay and dry sand soils are best
improved with the addition of compost or other organic matter. Soil NutrientsSoil serves as the
lawn’s kitchen. A rich, healthy soil provides a smorgasbord of varying amounts of more than a
dozen macro and micronutrients. These range from large amounts of nitrogen to trace amounts
of copper and zinc. However, the main courses and the nutrients you’re most likely to deal with
and adjust are nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium (denoted by the initials N-P-K).Nitrogen is
considered the biggest player in that trio, because its effects are most apparent. Largely
responsible for lawn growth and the deep green color that marks a vigorous lawn, nitrogen spurs
the process of photosynthesis by which the grass plant actually feeds itself. Available nitrogen is
used up or washes out of the soil very quickly, but too much nitrogen applied all at once can
cause more problems than it addresses, including “burning” the lawn, killing off beneficial
organisms in the soil, and creating very rapid blade growth at the expense of proper root
development. Fortunately, there are many available sources for nitrogen, from fine lawn clippings
themselves to natural fertilizers, to the synthetic mixes sold at most garden centers. The trick is
to feed the lawn a steady and moderate supply of nitrogen.Phosphorous is important in its own
right, primarily for aiding root and shoot growth. Most soils typically contain enough
phosphorous to feed a lawn, but in unhealthy soils, the nutrient can be bound up and unavailable
to the root system.Potassium is the unsung hero in your soil. It acts as a vitamin and supplement
to your lawn, helping the grass plants block out weed growth, resist disease, and tolerate
stressors such as cold snaps and drought. Unfortunately, a lack of potassium is a hard thing to
discern, which is why it’s usually a part of any regular lawn feeding.As important as these big
three are, keep in mind that the key to healthy soil is balance. If only a single nutrient is out of



whack, it can negatively affect how other nutrients are absorbed by lawn. Soil NutrientsSoil
serves as the lawn’s kitchen. A rich, healthy soil provides a smorgasbord of varying amounts of
more than a dozen macro and micronutrients. These range from large amounts of nitrogen to
trace amounts of copper and zinc. However, the main courses and the nutrients you’re most
likely to deal with and adjust are nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium (denoted by the initials
N-P-K).Nitrogen is considered the biggest player in that trio, because its effects are most
apparent. Largely responsible for lawn growth and the deep green color that marks a vigorous
lawn, nitrogen spurs the process of photosynthesis by which the grass plant actually feeds itself.
Available nitrogen is used up or washes out of the soil very quickly, but too much nitrogen
applied all at once can cause more problems than it addresses, including “burning” the lawn,
killing off beneficial organisms in the soil, and creating very rapid blade growth at the expense of
proper root development. Fortunately, there are many available sources for nitrogen, from fine
lawn clippings themselves to natural fertilizers, to the synthetic mixes sold at most garden
centers. The trick is to feed the lawn a steady and moderate supply of nitrogen.Phosphorous is
important in its own right, primarily for aiding root and shoot growth. Most soils typically contain
enough phosphorous to feed a lawn, but in unhealthy soils, the nutrient can be bound up and
unavailable to the root system.Potassium is the unsung hero in your soil. It acts as a vitamin and
supplement to your lawn, helping the grass plants block out weed growth, resist disease, and
tolerate stressors such as cold snaps and drought. Unfortunately, a lack of potassium is a hard
thing to discern, which is why it’s usually a part of any regular lawn feeding.As important as
these big three are, keep in mind that the key to healthy soil is balance. If only a single nutrient is
out of whack, it can negatively affect how other nutrients are absorbed by lawn.The Perfect pH
Soil acidity is measured on a 14-point pH scale. On this scale, 1 is extremely acidic, 7 is neutral
and 14 is extremely alkaline. Lawn soil should generally be neutral or slightly acidic, falling
somewhere between 6.5 and 7 on the scale. Soil that is too acidic or too alkaline (the opposite of
acidity) will hinder lawn health. Depending on how severe the imbalance is, acidity or alkalinity
will “lock up” certain nutrients making them unavailable to the lawn.Lawn soil acidity can be
affected by local geographic conditions, the age of the lawn, the type of fertilizers that have been
used, and other factors. Soil that that is too acidic can be remedied with the application of lime,
while alkaline soils can be corrected by adding sulfur to the soil. But these corrections have to be
done very carefully.In any case, the place to start is with a soil test, as described on page 30. In
addition to measuring the relative levels of different nutrients in the soil, the test should
accurately depict the pH level. Keep in mind when reading your results that the scale is
exponential: a one-point difference in the scale—say, from 6 to 5—represents a tenfold increase
in acidity or alkalinity.The Perfect pH Soil acidity is measured on a 14-point pH scale. On this
scale, 1 is extremely acidic, 7 is neutral and 14 is extremely alkaline. Lawn soil should generally
be neutral or slightly acidic, falling somewhere between 6.5 and 7 on the scale. Soil that is too
acidic or too alkaline (the opposite of acidity) will hinder lawn health. Depending on how severe
the imbalance is, acidity or alkalinity will “lock up” certain nutrients making them unavailable to



the lawn.Lawn soil acidity can be affected by local geographic conditions, the age of the lawn,
the type of fertilizers that have been used, and other factors. Soil that that is too acidic can be
remedied with the application of lime, while alkaline soils can be corrected by adding sulfur to
the soil. But these corrections have to be done very carefully.In any case, the place to start is
with a soil test, as described on page 30. In addition to measuring the relative levels of different
nutrients in the soil, the test should accurately depict the pH level. Keep in mind when reading
your results that the scale is exponential: a one-point difference in the scale—say, from 6 to 5—
represents a tenfold increase in acidity or alkalinity.The Perfect pH The Perfect pH Soil acidity is
measured on a 14-point pH scale. On this scale, 1 is extremely acidic, 7 is neutral and 14 is
extremely alkaline. Lawn soil should generally be neutral or slightly acidic, falling somewhere
between 6.5 and 7 on the scale. Soil that is too acidic or too alkaline (the opposite of acidity) will
hinder lawn health. Depending on how severe the imbalance is, acidity or alkalinity will “lock up”
certain nutrients making them unavailable to the lawn.Lawn soil acidity can be affected by local
geographic conditions, the age of the lawn, the type of fertilizers that have been used, and other
factors. Soil that that is too acidic can be remedied with the application of lime, while alkaline
soils can be corrected by adding sulfur to the soil. But these corrections have to be done very
carefully.In any case, the place to start is with a soil test, as described on page 30. In addition to
measuring the relative levels of different nutrients in the soil, the test should accurately depict
the pH level. Keep in mind when reading your results that the scale is exponential: a one-point
difference in the scale—say, from 6 to 5—represents a tenfold increase in acidity or alkalinity.Not
Just For Bait Anymore Keep an eye out for earthworms in your lawn soil. These wriggly little
creatures are a sure sign of healthy soil, because they process decaying matter and create
waste, or “castings,” that add to the nutrients your lawn uses to make its own food. They will not
proliferate in an unhealthy soil base, and a lack of earthworms is oftentimes the “canary in the
coal mine” of your lawn’s health.Not Just For Bait Anymore Keep an eye out for earthworms in
your lawn soil. These wriggly little creatures are a sure sign of healthy soil, because they process
decaying matter and create waste, or “castings,” that add to the nutrients your lawn uses to make
its own food. They will not proliferate in an unhealthy soil base, and a lack of earthworms is
oftentimes the “canary in the coal mine” of your lawn’s health.Not Just For Bait Anymore Not
Just For Bait Anymore Keep an eye out for earthworms in your lawn soil. These wriggly little
creatures are a sure sign of healthy soil, because they process decaying matter and create
waste, or “castings,” that add to the nutrients your lawn uses to make its own food. They will not
proliferate in an unhealthy soil base, and a lack of earthworms is oftentimes the “canary in the
coal mine” of your lawn’s health.Thinking Green: Composting Gardeners call compost “black
gold,” because not only does it provide a nutrient-rich, structure-improving soil amendment that
few fertilizers can rival, composting is also a low- or no-cost way to recycle household and yard
waste, keeping it out of landfills while benefiting your lawn.Among the many wonderful attributes
of compost is that it releases its nutrients slowly for long-term benefits. And even if you add other
fertilizers to your lawn, compost-enriched soil will bind those fertilizers, limiting runoff and



stopping excess fertilizer from making its way into sewage streams, waterways, and
watersheds.You can buy compost from most garden centers, but it’s almost as easy to make
your own. Purchase one of the many prefabricated compost bins on the market, or build your
own with straw bales, wood, chicken wire, or any material that will create an enclosure that
allows for air circulation. You can even just pile layers of different yard and kitchen waste in a
discrete corner of the yard. For quick results, turn the pile every couple of weeks to make sure
it’s kept moist. Even a neglected pile will eventually become your own little source of black gold!
Thinking Green: Composting Gardeners call compost “black gold,” because not only does it
provide a nutrient-rich, structure-improving soil amendment that few fertilizers can rival,
composting is also a low- or no-cost way to recycle household and yard waste, keeping it out of
landfills while benefiting your lawn.Among the many wonderful attributes of compost is that it
releases its nutrients slowly for long-term benefits. And even if you add other fertilizers to your
lawn, compost-enriched soil will bind those fertilizers, limiting runoff and stopping excess
fertilizer from making its way into sewage streams, waterways, and watersheds.You can buy
compost from most garden centers, but it’s almost as easy to make your own. Purchase one of
the many prefabricated compost bins on the market, or build your own with straw bales, wood,
chicken wire, or any material that will create an enclosure that allows for air circulation. You can
even just pile layers of different yard and kitchen waste in a discrete corner of the yard. For quick
results, turn the pile every couple of weeks to make sure it’s kept moist. Even a neglected pile
will eventually become your own little source of black gold!Thinking Green: Composting Thinking
Green: Composting Gardeners call compost “black gold,” because not only does it provide a
nutrient-rich, structure-improving soil amendment that few fertilizers can rival, composting is also
a low- or no-cost way to recycle household and yard waste, keeping it out of landfills while
benefiting your lawn.Among the many wonderful attributes of compost is that it releases its
nutrients slowly for long-term benefits. And even if you add other fertilizers to your lawn,
compost-enriched soil will bind those fertilizers, limiting runoff and stopping excess fertilizer from
making its way into sewage streams, waterways, and watersheds.You can buy compost from
most garden centers, but it’s almost as easy to make your own. Purchase one of the many
prefabricated compost bins on the market, or build your own with straw bales, wood, chicken
wire, or any material that will create an enclosure that allows for air circulation. You can even just
pile layers of different yard and kitchen waste in a discrete corner of the yard. For quick results,
turn the pile every couple of weeks to make sure it’s kept moist. Even a neglected pile will
eventually become your own little source of black gold! Testing Your SoilRush out to buy
fertilizer, amendments, or lawn-care products of any sort without knowing what’s already in your
soil, and you’re flying blind. That’s where soil tests come in.A decent soil test kit (look to pay $20
or more) will tell you if your pH is off. It will also measure relative amounts of nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potassium in the soil. That information will give you a great start on
determining whether or not you need to immediately make corrections. A soil test provides a
great overview snapshot of your soil health, and you can use the test results to select the



appropriate fertilizer blend for your lawn (that’s if you determine you even need to fertilize at all).
You’ll find home test kits that give you results right away at large home centers and
nurseries.Mail-in kits provide more accurate and more comprehensive information, including
levels of soluble salts in the soil and percentages of micronutrients. Some even provide
recommendations for correcting soil imbalances. You’ll wait a few weeks for the results and you’ll
have to spend a little bit more money for mail-in tests. But if you have doubts about the health of
your soil or have detected multiple problems in the lawn, a mail-in test kit is probably the way to
go. You can find mail-in kits online, or get them through your local cooperative extension office.
The Cooperative Extension System (now called the National Institute for Food and Agriculture)
is a federal government agency with a network of regional branch offices throughout every state
in the nation. Charged with advancing knowledge about agriculture, the environment, and
related issues, your local extension office offers soil testing as part of their services. Collect a
soil sample as shown in the steps on page 31, but put the sample in the container supplied by
the extension office. Mail the sample to the lab in the mailer provided, and you’ll receive a highly
detailed report.Look to test your soil in the early spring, after the weather first turns warm, or in
the late fall, after the lawn has gone dormant. Make sure to create your sample from several
different areas of the lawn, and carefully follow the directions that come with the test kit. Testing
Your SoilRush out to buy fertilizer, amendments, or lawn-care products of any sort without
knowing what’s already in your soil, and you’re flying blind. That’s where soil tests come in.A
decent soil test kit (look to pay $20 or more) will tell you if your pH is off. It will also measure
relative amounts of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium in the soil. That information will give
you a great start on determining whether or not you need to immediately make corrections. A soil
test provides a great overview snapshot of your soil health, and you can use the test results to
select the appropriate fertilizer blend for your lawn (that’s if you determine you even need to
fertilize at all). You’ll find home test kits that give you results right away at large home centers and
nurseries.Mail-in kits provide more accurate and more comprehensive information, including
levels of soluble salts in the soil and percentages of micronutrients. Some even provide
recommendations for correcting soil imbalances. You’ll wait a few weeks for the results and you’ll
have to spend a little bit more money for mail-in tests. But if you have doubts about the health of
your soil or have detected multiple problems in the lawn, a mail-in test kit is probably the way to
go. You can find mail-in kits online, or get them through your local cooperative extension office.
The Cooperative Extension System (now called the National Institute for Food and Agriculture)
is a federal government agency with a network of regional branch offices throughout every state
in the nation. Charged with advancing knowledge about agriculture, the environment, and
related issues, your local extension office offers soil testing as part of their services. Collect a
soil sample as shown in the steps on page 31, but put the sample in the container supplied by
the extension office. Mail the sample to the lab in the mailer provided, and you’ll receive a highly
detailed report.Look to test your soil in the early spring, after the weather first turns warm, or in
the late fall, after the lawn has gone dormant. Make sure to create your sample from several



different areas of the lawn, and carefully follow the directions that come with the test kit.Jar Test
You can tell what texture soil you’re working with by conducting a jar test. Fill a quart jar two-
thirds full with water. Gradually add to the jar a soil sample from the desired planting area.
Continue adding soil until water reaches the top of the jar. Cover and shake, then allow the
sediment to settle for a day. The sand will settle first, then silt, and finally clay. Is your soil
predominantly sand? Mostly clay?Heavy clay soils and dry sand soils are most effectively
improved by the addition of organic matter. While it would seem that adding sand should make a
clay soil more like loam, in practice this mixture produces hard, brick-like chunks in the soil.
Instead, till in generous quantities of peat, compost, or composted manure. Contact your local
extension service for recommendations on the best kinds and quantities of organic matter to add
to your clay or sand soils.Jar Test You can tell what texture soil you’re working with by conducting
a jar test. Fill a quart jar two-thirds full with water. Gradually add to the jar a soil sample from the
desired planting area. Continue adding soil until water reaches the top of the jar. Cover and
shake, then allow the sediment to settle for a day. The sand will settle first, then silt, and finally
clay. Is your soil predominantly sand? Mostly clay?Heavy clay soils and dry sand soils are most
effectively improved by the addition of organic matter. While it would seem that adding sand
should make a clay soil more like loam, in practice this mixture produces hard, brick-like chunks
in the soil. Instead, till in generous quantities of peat, compost, or composted manure. Contact
your local extension service for recommendations on the best kinds and quantities of organic
matter to add to your clay or sand soils.Jar Test Jar Test You can tell what texture soil you’re
working with by conducting a jar test. Fill a quart jar two-thirds full with water. Gradually add to
the jar a soil sample from the desired planting area. Continue adding soil until water reaches the
top of the jar. Cover and shake, then allow the sediment to settle for a day. The sand will settle
first, then silt, and finally clay. Is your soil predominantly sand? Mostly clay?Heavy clay soils and
dry sand soils are most effectively improved by the addition of organic matter. While it would
seem that adding sand should make a clay soil more like loam, in practice this mixture produces
hard, brick-like chunks in the soil. Instead, till in generous quantities of peat, compost, or
composted manure. Contact your local extension service for recommendations on the best
kinds and quantities of organic matter to add to your clay or sand soils. How to Test Your
SoilClean a thin garden trowel and gallon bucket with a mild soap mixture. Wipe them with a
clean, dry cloth moistened with rubbing alcohol. Allow them to dry before gathering the soil. How
to Test Your SoilClean a thin garden trowel and gallon bucket with a mild soap mixture. Wipe
them with a clean, dry cloth moistened with rubbing alcohol. Allow them to dry before gathering
the soil.Dig up samples from different areas of the lawn. Half a trowel of dirt or less from each of
about five or six locations will be plenty.Dig up samples from different areas of the lawn. Half a
trowel of dirt or less from each of about five or six locations will be plenty.Collect the soil in the
bucket as you go. When you’ve collected the soil you’ll need, use the trowel to thoroughly blend
the soil samples.Collect the soil in the bucket as you go. When you’ve collected the soil you’ll
need, use the trowel to thoroughly blend the soil samples.Test the soil for key nutrients and



acidity, using the test kit tubes, and following the kit’s instructions.Test the soil for key nutrients
and acidity, using the test kit tubes, and following the kit’s instructions. Knowing Your LawnA
lawn is a garden unto itself, typically populated by over a million grass plants that are all
incredibly alike in their structure and growing habits. Those plants are fairly special; of the
thousands upon thousands of grass species, only a select group of about 50 are suitable for use
in a lawn.All turfgrass species share a basic structure. Turfgrasses grow from a central node at
ground level called a crown. The crown is essentially the main control center of the plant. It sucks
up water and nutrients from the roots to fuel the process of photosynthesis in the leaves by
which any turfgrass produces its own food. That food is then used to generate both root and leaf
growth. Amazingly, even if you severely scalp the top growth and the roots are underfed, dried
out, and shriveled up, your grass still has a fighting chance if the crown is intact.Sturdy stems
called shoots grow out of the crown with a protective covering known as a sheath. Each stem is
capable of producing several growth nodes, out of which new leaves will sprout. Most people
call these leaves blades (technically speaking, only the top portion of the leaf), and the fact that
you can cut them again and again without damaging the plant is something that makes grass
unique among plants. It’s also the trait that allows you to mow regularly.Turfgrasses differ in how
they grow and spread. Like other grasses, turfgrasses will reproduce by going to seed if you
allow them to. But routine lawn mowing prevents this from happening. Instead, turfgrasses grow
new plants in one of three ways. Rhizomatous grasses create new growth at the end of
underground stems, called rhizomes. Stoloniferous grasses produce new plants at nodes along
stolons, essentially rhizomes that creep along aboveground setting new plants down into the
soil. Clumping grasses don’t send out stolons; they grow new stems called tillers, directly out of
the crown. The bushy growth habit is why clump grasses are sometimes called bush or bunch
grasses.The reason this distinction matters to homeowners is because stoloniferous and
rhizomatous grasses tend to fill out more quickly and fully, making for a lusher lawn. That’s why
they are the most popular varieties for lawns.Turfgrasses can be classified as annual or
perennial, but the vast majority of lawns are perennial grasses. It’s not very useful to have your
lawn die out every year. The more important division is seasonality. Some grasses grow best in
warmer parts (called warm-season grasses) of the country, while others thrive in cooler areas
(called, predictably, cool-season grasses).Knowing what grass species you have, how it
spreads, and what season it prefers determines when you should fertilize and water, how you
should mow and maintain the lawn, and what pests and problems you can expect to battle.
Knowing Your LawnA lawn is a garden unto itself, typically populated by over a million grass
plants that are all incredibly alike in their structure and growing habits. Those plants are fairly
special; of the thousands upon thousands of grass species, only a select group of about 50 are
suitable for use in a lawn.All turfgrass species share a basic structure. Turfgrasses grow from a
central node at ground level called a crown. The crown is essentially the main control center of
the plant. It sucks up water and nutrients from the roots to fuel the process of photosynthesis in
the leaves by which any turfgrass produces its own food. That food is then used to generate both



root and leaf growth. Amazingly, even if you severely scalp the top growth and the roots are
underfed, dried out, and shriveled up, your grass still has a fighting chance if the crown is
intact.Sturdy stems called shoots grow out of the crown with a protective covering known as a
sheath. Each stem is capable of producing several growth nodes, out of which new leaves will
sprout. Most people call these leaves blades (technically speaking, only the top portion of the
leaf), and the fact that you can cut them again and again without damaging the plant is
something that makes grass unique among plants. It’s also the trait that allows you to mow
regularly.Turfgrasses differ in how they grow and spread. Like other grasses, turfgrasses will
reproduce by going to seed if you allow them to. But routine lawn mowing prevents this from
happening. Instead, turfgrasses grow new plants in one of three ways. Rhizomatous grasses
create new growth at the end of underground stems, called rhizomes. Stoloniferous grasses
produce new plants at nodes along stolons, essentially rhizomes that creep along aboveground
setting new plants down into the soil. Clumping grasses don’t send out stolons; they grow new
stems called tillers, directly out of the crown. The bushy growth habit is why clump grasses are
sometimes called bush or bunch grasses.The reason this distinction matters to homeowners is
because stoloniferous and rhizomatous grasses tend to fill out more quickly and fully, making for
a lusher lawn. That’s why they are the most popular varieties for lawns.Turfgrasses can be
classified as annual or perennial, but the vast majority of lawns are perennial grasses. It’s not
very useful to have your lawn die out every year. The more important division is seasonality.
Some grasses grow best in warmer parts (called warm-season grasses) of the country, while
others thrive in cooler areas (called, predictably, cool-season grasses).Knowing what grass
species you have, how it spreads, and what season it prefers determines when you should
fertilize and water, how you should mow and maintain the lawn, and what pests and problems
you can expect to battle.Some turfgrass plants grow out from a central crown that provides
moisture and nutrients to the leaves so that essential photosynthesis can occur.Some turfgrass
plants grow out from a central crown that provides moisture and nutrients to the leaves so that
essential photosynthesis can occur.Turf Grass PropagationTurf Grass Propagation Geography,
Climate & Grass ChoiceJust as you select the flowers, vegetables, trees and shrubs for your
yard and garden based largely on your climate, you need to choose turfgrass that thrives in your
yard. Like any other plant, turfgrass has its own needs and characteristics, including relative
tolerance to sun and shade, heat preferences, and water requirements. The type of seed or sod
you select for lawn planting or renovation should not be chosen based simply on whether you
live in a cool or warm part of the country, but should take into account regional variations.
Fortunately, there is a very good resource to help you do just that.The map below is a
representation of the Turfgrass Climate Zone Map developed by the United States National
Arboretum. Similar to the American Horticultural Society Heat Zone Map that gardeners often
use, this map divides the country into five separate zones. The characteristics of each zone
determine which turfgrass or grasses will do best in that zone. You may find other turfgrass zone
maps; seed companies sometimes develop their own to reflect the species and varieties they



have developed. But this version is the most common and, for most purposes, it’s a very
effective resource in choosing the specific grass that will work best in your location.The map
breaks the country into the following five zones:Cool arid (1). Encompassing such a large
geographic region, it should be no surprise that this zone features an incredible diversity of
microclimates. Mild, snowy-to-dry winters are the flip side of warm-to-very hot, dry summers.
The diversity of this zone makes it a good idea to contact your local cooperative extension office
or university agricultural program for help in choosing just the right grass. Kentucky bluegrass is
one of the most common to this region and will do well, but given the relatively modest rainfall
throughout the zone, you should plan on regular watering for best growth. Geography, Climate &
Grass ChoiceJust as you select the flowers, vegetables, trees and shrubs for your yard and
garden based largely on your climate, you need to choose turfgrass that thrives in your yard. Like
any other plant, turfgrass has its own needs and characteristics, including relative tolerance to
sun and shade, heat preferences, and water requirements. The type of seed or sod you select
for lawn planting or renovation should not be chosen based simply on whether you live in a cool
or warm part of the country, but should take into account regional variations. Fortunately, there is
a very good resource to help you do just that.The map below is a representation of the Turfgrass
Climate Zone Map developed by the United States National Arboretum. Similar to the American
Horticultural Society Heat Zone Map that gardeners often use, this map divides the country into
five separate zones. The characteristics of each zone determine which turfgrass or grasses will
do best in that zone. You may find other turfgrass zone maps; seed companies sometimes
develop their own to reflect the species and varieties they have developed. But this version is the
most common and, for most purposes, it’s a very effective resource in choosing the specific
grass that will work best in your location.The map breaks the country into the following five
zones:Cool arid (1). Encompassing such a large geographic region, it should be no surprise that
this zone features an incredible diversity of microclimates. Mild, snowy-to-dry winters are the flip
side of warm-to-very hot, dry summers. The diversity of this zone makes it a good idea to
contact your local cooperative extension office or university agricultural program for help in
choosing just the right grass. Kentucky bluegrass is one of the most common to this region and
will do well, but given the relatively modest rainfall throughout the zone, you should plan on
regular watering for best growth.Cool humid (2). Another diverse zone, this is a region of
extremes. Within the boundaries of this zone, there are frigid-to-mild winters, and hot to
temperate summers. But moisture comes with all seasons. Most of the cool-season grasses do
well in this zone.Warm humid (3). A typical southern region, this zone features uniformly mild,
wet winters, and hot, humid summers. The abundance of moisture provides a breeding ground
for insects and a hospitable environment for many different lawn diseases, so vigilance is key in
this zone. Treat any problems with the appropriate solution as soon as signs of disease become
apparent. Bermuda grass, St. Augustine grass, and zoysia grass all do well in this region.Warm
arid (4). This is perhaps the most difficult region in which to maintain a lush, dense, and deep
green lawn. The big challenge is, of course, water; options such as in-ground sprinklers, drip



hoses and grey water systems are all part of lawn care here. The most common species
throughout this zone is Bermuda grass.Transition zone (5). Running along the center of the
country from the east coast to around Missouri, this zone represents the most challenging area
for growing turfgrass. Harsh summers and freezing winters mean that neither cool-season nor
warm-season grasses are going to do well everywhere in the zone. The answer is to use
Interstate 80 as a dividing line. If you’re north of that line, cool-season grasses such as perennial
ryegrass will probably work best in your yard. If you’re south of the line, and experience milder
winters, consider growing Bermuda grass.Cool humid (2). Another diverse zone, this is a region
of extremes. Within the boundaries of this zone, there are frigid-to-mild winters, and hot to
temperate summers. But moisture comes with all seasons. Most of the cool-season grasses do
well in this zone.Warm humid (3). A typical southern region, this zone features uniformly mild,
wet winters, and hot, humid summers. The abundance of moisture provides a breeding ground
for insects and a hospitable environment for many different lawn diseases, so vigilance is key in
this zone. Treat any problems with the appropriate solution as soon as signs of disease become
apparent. Bermuda grass, St. Augustine grass, and zoysia grass all do well in this region.Warm
arid (4). This is perhaps the most difficult region in which to maintain a lush, dense, and deep
green lawn. The big challenge is, of course, water; options such as in-ground sprinklers, drip
hoses and grey water systems are all part of lawn care here. The most common species
throughout this zone is Bermuda grass.Transition zone (5). Running along the center of the
country from the east coast to around Missouri, this zone represents the most challenging area
for growing turfgrass. Harsh summers and freezing winters mean that neither cool-season nor
warm-season grasses are going to do well everywhere in the zone. The answer is to use
Interstate 80 as a dividing line. If you’re north of that line, cool-season grasses such as perennial
ryegrass will probably work best in your yard. If you’re south of the line, and experience milder
winters, consider growing Bermuda grass.Understanding Microclimates The Turfgrass Climate
Zone Map is an excellent tool, but it can’t account for all geographic elevations and variations.
Certain “microclimates” sometimes feature completely different conditions than the zone within
which they are located. If your home is located within a microclimate, you need to take that into
account when choosing seed or sod.A microclimate is created when a local feature causes a
small area to experience much different conditions than the surrounding geography. For
instance, if you live in the cool/arid zone, but your home is located in a deep valley where fog is
common in the summer, it’s likely that you could consider a less drought-tolerant species than
could survive elsewhere in your region. Likewise, if your yard is shaded most of the day and is at
the foot of a watershed slope, you’ll have much wetter conditions than your neighbors.Being
aware of your local and site conditions helps you further refine your choice of turfgrass, and can
play a large part in just how well your particular grass grows.Local conditions such as frequent
snowfall and freezing temperatures will affect what grass type you should overseed with or plant
in the first place.Understanding Microclimates The Turfgrass Climate Zone Map is an excellent
tool, but it can’t account for all geographic elevations and variations. Certain “microclimates”



sometimes feature completely different conditions than the zone within which they are located. If
your home is located within a microclimate, you need to take that into account when choosing
seed or sod.A microclimate is created when a local feature causes a small area to experience
much different conditions than the surrounding geography. For instance, if you live in the cool/
arid zone, but your home is located in a deep valley where fog is common in the summer, it’s
likely that you could consider a less drought-tolerant species than could survive elsewhere in
your region. Likewise, if your yard is shaded most of the day and is at the foot of a watershed
slope, you’ll have much wetter conditions than your neighbors.Being aware of your local and site
conditions helps you further refine your choice of turfgrass, and can play a large part in just how
well your particular grass grows.Local conditions such as frequent snowfall and freezing
temperatures will affect what grass type you should overseed with or plant in the first
place.Understanding Microclimates Understanding Microclimates The Turfgrass Climate Zone
Map is an excellent tool, but it can’t account for all geographic elevations and variations. Certain
“microclimates” sometimes feature completely different conditions than the zone within which
they are located. If your home is located within a microclimate, you need to take that into account
when choosing seed or sod.A microclimate is created when a local feature causes a small area
to experience much different conditions than the surrounding geography. For instance, if you live
in the cool/arid zone, but your home is located in a deep valley where fog is common in the
summer, it’s likely that you could consider a less drought-tolerant species than could survive
elsewhere in your region. Likewise, if your yard is shaded most of the day and is at the foot of a
watershed slope, you’ll have much wetter conditions than your neighbors.Being aware of your
local and site conditions helps you further refine your choice of turfgrass, and can play a large
part in just how well your particular grass grows.Local conditions such as frequent snowfall and
freezing temperatures will affect what grass type you should overseed with or plant in the first
place. Cool-Season GrassesOne of the best ways to head off potential problems with your lawn,
and avoid extra work in keeping it as healthy as possible, is to select the right grass from the
start. The first step in making that decision is choosing between cool-season and warm-season
grasses.Simply put, cool-season grasses grow best in colder climates, while warm-season
species do better in warm areas. Cool-season grasses prefer temperatures between 60 and
75°F and require a significant and steady supply of water to grow their best. Kentucky bluegrass
is the most common cool-season grass, chosen for its attractive blades, strong growth, and
resistance to disease. However, cool-season lawns are typically comprised of a mix of
species.The schedule of maintenance is where the differences between cool- and warm-season
turfgrasses really become most apparent. Cool-season lawns grow most vigorously in the cool
of spring and the chill of early fall. As the heat of summer comes on, or during unusual hot spells
in other seasons when the temperature is consistently above 85° F, cool-season lawns will
actually go dormant. This may include turning brown if the climate is dry and hot without respite
for more than a week or so.Consequently, you’ll need to mow a cool-season lawn much more
frequently in the spring and fall, and may not need to mow at all for several weeks in the middle



of a hot summer. Periods of growth and dormancy also affect when you should fertilize the lawn
(see page 94), and the best time for undertaking stressful procedures such as dethatching. Cool-
Season GrassesOne of the best ways to head off potential problems with your lawn, and avoid
extra work in keeping it as healthy as possible, is to select the right grass from the start. The first
step in making that decision is choosing between cool-season and warm-season
grasses.Simply put, cool-season grasses grow best in colder climates, while warm-season
species do better in warm areas. Cool-season grasses prefer temperatures between 60 and
75°F and require a significant and steady supply of water to grow their best. Kentucky bluegrass
is the most common cool-season grass, chosen for its attractive blades, strong growth, and
resistance to disease. However, cool-season lawns are typically comprised of a mix of
species.The schedule of maintenance is where the differences between cool- and warm-season
turfgrasses really become most apparent. Cool-season lawns grow most vigorously in the cool
of spring and the chill of early fall. As the heat of summer comes on, or during unusual hot spells
in other seasons when the temperature is consistently above 85° F, cool-season lawns will
actually go dormant. This may include turning brown if the climate is dry and hot without respite
for more than a week or so.Consequently, you’ll need to mow a cool-season lawn much more
frequently in the spring and fall, and may not need to mow at all for several weeks in the middle
of a hot summer. Periods of growth and dormancy also affect when you should fertilize the lawn
(see page 94), and the best time for undertaking stressful procedures such as
dethatching.Kentucky bluegrass is the most common type of cool-season grass. It is a favorite of
northern homeowners because it’s beautiful and relatively easy to keep healthy and looking
great.Kentucky bluegrass is the most common type of cool-season grass. It is a favorite of
northern homeowners because it’s beautiful and relatively easy to keep healthy and looking
great.Although you won’t have to do frequent mowing on a cool-season lawn during hot summer
months, you will have to increase your vigilance. The stress of heat and the diminished activity of
dormancy leave cool-season grasses susceptible to damage from drought-related diseases
such as dollar spot. It also leaves the lawn vulnerable to infestation from pests, and poorly
equipped to withstand simple damage such as compaction from summer parties and
sports.Although you won’t have to do frequent mowing on a cool-season lawn during hot
summer months, you will have to increase your vigilance. The stress of heat and the diminished
activity of dormancy leave cool-season grasses susceptible to damage from drought-related
diseases such as dollar spot. It also leaves the lawn vulnerable to infestation from pests, and
poorly equipped to withstand simple damage such as compaction from summer parties and
sports.Winter Help One of the big disadvantages to many warm-season grasses is that they go
brown over the winter. So even though you may live in a southern climate where other plants
flourish over the winter months, your lovely green lawn will look dead. A remedy used by many
homeowners in warmer states is to overseed the lawn in fall with annual varieties of cool-season
species such as ryegrass or fescue. The cool-season grass greens the lawn during the cooler
days between fall and spring, and then dies away just as the native warm-season grass greens



up with the rising temperatures. This technique also adds to the health of a southern lawn,
because the actively growing cool-season grass will crowd out opportunistic weeds.Winter Help
One of the big disadvantages to many warm-season grasses is that they go brown over the
winter. So even though you may live in a southern climate where other plants flourish over the
winter months, your lovely green lawn will look dead. A remedy used by many homeowners in
warmer states is to overseed the lawn in fall with annual varieties of cool-season species such
as ryegrass or fescue. The cool-season grass greens the lawn during the cooler days between
fall and spring, and then dies away just as the native warm-season grass greens up with the
rising temperatures. This technique also adds to the health of a southern lawn, because the
actively growing cool-season grass will crowd out opportunistic weeds.Winter Help Winter Help
One of the big disadvantages to many warm-season grasses is that they go brown over the
winter. So even though you may live in a southern climate where other plants flourish over the
winter months, your lovely green lawn will look dead. A remedy used by many homeowners in
warmer states is to overseed the lawn in fall with annual varieties of cool-season species such
as ryegrass or fescue. The cool-season grass greens the lawn during the cooler days between
fall and spring, and then dies away just as the native warm-season grass greens up with the
rising temperatures. This technique also adds to the health of a southern lawn, because the
actively growing cool-season grass will crowd out opportunistic weeds.
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